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Multidisciplinary Issue

 Two approaches: possible health effects and characterization of the EMF 
environment;

 WHO, ICNIRP and IEEE evaluates biological effects from this exposure;

 ICNIRP and IEEE establish exposure limits (i.e. exposure standards);

 ITU, IEC and IEEE establish measurement protocols (i.e. measurement standards);

 Law nr. 11,934/2009 establishes that the EMF exposure limits in Brazil will follow 
WHO Recommendations;

 Until there is no new recommended exposure limits, ICNIRP limits apply;

 Regulators (Telecommunications and Electric Power) are responsible to establish 
the assessment protocols.



Law nr. 11,934/2009:

⮚ Art.10 ... if a transmitting station is less than 500m 
from another station, then the tower has to be 
shared.
⮚ Exceptions: environmental harmonization, top of 

building, technical limitations.

⮚ Art.13 ... all radiocommunication transmitting 
stations shall measure and re-assess the EMF 
compliance every five years.



Law nr. 11,934/2009:

⮚ Art.10 ... if a transmitting station is less than 500m 
from another station, then the tower has to be 
shared.
⮚ Exceptions: environmental harmonization, top of 

building, technical limitations. (suppressed)

⮚ Art.13 ... all radiocommunication transmitting 
stations shall measure and re-assess the EMF 
compliance every five years.



Environment Characterization: open space
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Aggregated exposure due to multiple sources

• much complex and difficult to generalize

• was proposed a conservative simplified approach to 
show that the aggregated effect has an upper 
bound in real world

• was considered a series of concentric circles to 
generate a region that has constant density of 
stations
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Aggregated exposure due to multiple sources
• Summation of the power flux-density due to n-th circular ring in free space 
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DIVERGES!

• but considering a more realist scenario…

harmonic series dominate

when 𝑁𝑁 → ∞,



Aggregated exposure due to multiple sources
• considering the 2-ray method

• noting that from the critical distance 
(dc), the power decays with the fourth 
power

horizontal distance = d
ground plane

Image

2-ray method
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Aggregated exposure due to multiple sources
• Summation of the power flux-density due to n-th circular ring using 2-ray method
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Aggregated exposure due to multiple sources



Regulation Issued by Anatel and EMF Map

Resolution nr.700/2018

Act nr. 17,865/2023
Theoretical Evaluation (partially based on 
Rec. ITU-T K.100)

EMF Exposure Map

https://informacoes.anatel.gov.br/legislacao/resolucoes/2018/1161-resolucao-700
https://informacoes.anatel.gov.br/legislacao/atos-de-requisitos-tecnicos-de-gestao-do-espectro/2023/1914-ato-17865
https://informacoes.anatel.gov.br/paineis/espectro-e-orbita/mapa-de-exposicao-a-campos-eletromagneticos


Theoretical Evaluation (Based on Rec. K.100)
ADB: Boundary surrounding an antenna (or set 
of antennas), which defines the maximum 
possible measurement area where the source is 
relevant.( 5% exposure limit).

Step 1: Calculate ADB

Top-view Side view



Step 2: Verify if DI exists
DI: The domain of investigation (DI) represents 
the area where a general exposure assessment 
shall be conducted. The DI is the part of the 
assessment domain boundary (ADB) of the EUT 
to which the general public has access.

ADB

DI

Theoretical Evaluation (Based on Rec. K.100)

If DI exists, then it is necessary to perform the 
EMF assessment on the field

Criteria to select the measurement points:

- DI
- Estimated maximum exposure
- Sensible areas (e.g., hospitals)
- Areas with many people



Final Comments

EMF assessment can be very time consuming 
be as simple as possible in the regulation

Never in Brazil a base station was non-compliant 
with the EMF limits

Anatel has an Action Plan to carry out 
representative statistical sampling of stations that 
compliance with limits will be assed (L.11,934/09)

ITU-T and ITU-D have a very important role in 
disseminating good information and 

recommendations on human exposure to RF-EMF 



Thank you!
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